ALL GIRLS CAMP SHRIVER
Port-au-Prince, Haiti
August 16-18, 2017

BoulderShares® teamed up with Newton® running to hold the second All Girls Camp Shriver in Haiti for Special Olympics Haiti in partnership with Starkey Hearing Foundation, Le Centre Sport Pour L’Espoir, and L’Hopital DASH. Over 136 girls enjoyed 3 days of a variety of sports, individual health and hearing screenings, 2 meals a day and dance and cultural activities in their new shoes and sports gear!
Newton® running of Boulder, Colorado generously provided over 225 pairs of brand new sneakers and other sports gear to BoulderShares®.

Sara and Alex loaded the shoes for sorting.

Shoes were sorted, paired, laced
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and staged by size for transport through to the Centre in Haiti to present as gifts for the campers!!
Friendships - old and new - were forged during the fittings and distribution.
Each camper, volunteer and staff member received 2 nutritious meals each day!! This was a time for relaxation, food and laughter!
The Campers enjoyed an array of sports including, soccer, track and field, table tennis, basketball and inside competitions.
Each girl received a hearing screening, compliments of Starkey Hearing Foundation and a health screening for future reference! Thank you STARKEY HEARING FOUNDATION and L’Hopital DASH!!
Everyone enjoyed a Karate demonstration, songs and dance and cake at the end of the Camp. Mesi anpil to all who made this happen!!